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cat coLLage
Pet portrait photography by Becca Howland Photography.
Collages were created in Photoshop, combined with custom patterns 
created in both Photoshop and Illustrator.

Inspired by playing cards, patterns inspired by futurism.





Branding
TC3 24 Hour Film Festival

The festival started in 2017 as an opportunity for high school 
students enrolled in TC3 Concurrent Enrollment program to work 
with professional equipment, professors and college students in the 
communications and digital cinema field, and each other to create a 
short film to be judged by experienced filmmakers in the area.

The wordmark typeface is one I designed especially for the Film 
Festival. The target audience are high school students, which is why I 
chose a playful and inviting typeface.

The panther head with film-reel was chosen as the main branding 
element as TC3’s logo and mascot is a panther.

I also created a vector illustration of TC3’s main campus building. I 
created four different versions, each one illustrates a day’s cycle, as 
the festival runs for 24 hours.





PaPer art
Displayed at the Creative Cortland Visual Arts Exhibition February 2023.
These intricate sculptures were created using colored paper that was 
hand cut 
and pinned to kiln-dried wood slices. The paper bird hovers above the 
surface of the wood to create a play of light and shadow as if in flight.





the chase
Ke’lab The Arts Publication Of Tompkins Cortland CC. Issue No. 5, 2022.
Graphic novel page published in Ke’lab literary and visual arts.
Was paired with piece of writing “Sky Wester” by Marcus Sherman.

The narrative is enhanced by a cohesive visual style consisting of a limited 
color palette and the use of various perspectives and vector elements 
created using Adobe Illustrator.





Branding
Giuseppes Pizzeria
Giuseppe’s is a Moravia-based family restaurant that has been open for over 
 25 years. They have an extensive menu and a variety of specialty pizzas.

 The script typeface is Tuesday Night Regular and the serif typeface is Felix 
Titling. The serif has a roman feel to it, which is a popular choice for Italian 
restaurants. 
It makes the wordmark feel more traditional, whereas the script typeface 
gives the logo a playful and casual feel. 
The triangle was chosen as the main branding element because Giuseppe’s 
is known for their pizzas. 





ux/ui design
Gamegrind: A time-management website and app for gamers
The website is used as a navigation tool for different kind of games and an 
invitation to download the app. It  features timers, events, quest lists, and 
more.

On the app, the user can pick games they play, and add them to their list. The 
app is much more in-depth. The user can navigate easily between games 
and app functions, making it easy to track what’s going on, and eliminates the 
struggle of having to scroll through all games available.





custom sneakers
Leather & canvas sneaker customizations
Hand-painting on sneakers. I customize any design of the buyer’s choice.
Painted using Angelus paint, sealed with Angelus finisher and protected with Crep protect.


